
 

 

YDS DENEMELERİ 
 
1.)After the earthquake in 1999, the 
government was accused of not having 
provided enough supervision of builders, 
whose ---- construction of housing 
increased the destruction and added 
to the number of dead. 
A) expensive  B) unattractive   C) beautiful 
D) faulty        E) disappointed 
 
2.)To make her characters ----, the author 
includes many events from her own 
remarkable life. 
A) enormous     B) memorable   C) regrettable 
D) measurable  E) practical  
 
3.)It is the translators who make literature 
written in a foreign language ---- accessible 
to Turkish readers. 
A) cautiously       B) barely      C) largely  
D) peculiarly        E) slowly 
 
4.)About 550 volcanoes have erupted on 
Earth’s surface since the beginning of 
recorded history, but far more have erupted 
---- on the ocean floor. 
A) unobserved     B) noticeably   C) seldom 
D) deeply            E) fast 
 
5.)It is time to ---- chances and to get your 
work shown, though you may be a young 
and unproven painter. 
A) gain              B) get              C) have 
D) own              E) take 
 
6.)With its luxurious guest rooms, excellent 
restaurants and relaxing bar, the hotel ---- 
the ideal environment for businessmen and 
tourists alike to pursue their activities in. 
A) describes      B) invites         C) means 
D) offers           E) changes 
 
7.)Probably the first Indian and Eskimo ---- 
in America came across the Bering Strait 
when the sea was frozen solid. 
A) origins          B) provinces      C) species 
D) workers        E) settlers 
 
8.)Films with a great deal of violence in 
them are not ---- for young children. 
A) suitable       B) separate         C) urgent 
D) distinct       E) complete 
 
9.)In Austria, freshwater lakes and rivers 
are ---- frozen for most of the winter. 
A) unfairly           B) partly        C) anxiously 
D) suddenly        E) newly 
 
 

 
 
10.)Humans developed the way they did 
because they had to run long distances in 
order to ----. 
A) return             B) admit          C) survive 
D) compete        E) remain 
     
11.)The successful — of developing 
countries into world trade requires more 
than just open access to export markets 
and international trade rules. 
A) contribution    B) investment C) integration 
D) reduction       E) resignation 
 
12.)The printing press had a — effect on the 
transformation of cultural and religious 
issues in the Renaissance. 
A) profound   B) redundant  C) controversial  
D) spiritual     E) previous 
 
13.)In the past 25 years, the number of 
children's museums has increased--------.  
A) instantly       B) separately      C) frequently 
D) commonly    E) rapidly 
 
14.)Nobel Prizes are widely -— as the 
world's most prestigious awards given for 
intellectual achievement.  
A) discovered        B) revealed     C)competed  
D) regarded           E) founded 
 
15.) He must have had some sound reasons 
for ----such a rigid timetable. 
A) setting out     B) drawing up     C) running up 
D) turning off     E) looking into 
 
16.) It is a delightful novel, and the reader 
soon gets---- in the lives of the characters 
as the story progresses. 
A) caught up        B) found out      C) put out 
D) turned over     E) fed up 

17.) If your brother phones, be sure to ask 
him if he really has ---- smoking. 
A) given up           B) put away    C) made out 
D) opened up       E) turned off 

18.) The French explorer M. Peisel was 
touring Tibet when he first ---- a series of 
tall, mysterious, star shaped stone towers 
along the Chinese border. 
A) got through    B) came across      C) felt for 
D) made up        E) ran over 
  

 
 
 
 



 

 

19). Every time we turn on our lights, cook 
a meal or heat our homes, we are ---- 
some form of fuel to make it happen. 
A) sending for      B) waiting on     C) relying on 
D) making out      E) pulling through 
 
20.) Virginia was a brilliant young woman 
who ---- in a literary atmosphere. 
A) took over         B) put up       C) held on 
D) grew up           E) showed up 
 
21.) At 4 o'clock that same afternoon, he 
got into his car and ----for Bursa. 
A) put up           B) got off         C) kept on 
D) set off           E) sent out 
 
22.) It didn't happen all at once, but 
beforelong the business really began to ----, 
and they started to make a profit 
A) look back           B) take up     C) point out 
D) keep on             E) try out 
 
 
23.) In complex animals we can identify ten 
major organ systems that together ---- the 
organism. 
A) set off              B) make up        C) hold up 
D) work out          E) bring in 

24.) The projects will be ---- originality of 
thought and potential impact on society by 
distinguished specialists. 
A) judged on         B) related to     C) applied to  
D) brought up       E) dealt with 
  

25.) Indo-European peoples began entering 
Greece in about 2000 B.C. and ---- new 
civilizations there. 
A) came out           B) looked after    C) set up 
D) got on                E) kept away 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CEVAP ANAHTARI 

 1.) D 
 2.) B 
 3.) C 
 4.) A 
 5.) E 
 6.) D 
 7.) E 
 8.) A 
 9.) B 
10.) C 
11.)C 
12.) A 
13.) E 
14.) D 
15.) B  

16.) A 

17. )A   

18. )B 

19. )C   

20. )D 

21. )D 

22. )B 

23. )B  

24. )A 

25. )C 

 


